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Thanks for choosing
Dawn’s Coloring Pages
for your creative enjoyment!
Dawn has provided
the enclosed hand drawn image:

Appreciate Yourself For Who You Are
featuring
geometrics, stars, hearts and flowers
for your coloring pleasure.

In addition,
she also provides
prompts for your journaling reflection.

Please note: You may print this download for personal use only. You are permitted to print it
more than once for your personal use only. This image is copyrighted and is not to be used as
an image to sell, whether in original form or colored as art to sell. If you know of someone
who would enjoy this image to color, please share the website page where it is available for
purchase. Thank you!

I am so excited that you have chosen my Coloring Pages to enhance
Your Creative Practice!

Note: I wanted to recommend the types of paper you may choose to download your
coloring page. If you’re using colored pencils or crayons, copy paper will work just
fine. If you want to use pens, markers and other implements with bleed through, I
recommend Card Stock paper. If you would like to use watercolor or acrylic paints, I
highly recommend using watercolor paper for your print out.
Remember, you can print the design (hand drawn by me!) more than once for personal
use.

Appreciation for Self to me is an absolute essential. I need
to look at my physical form, my emotional makeup, my
talents, gifts and quirks, and just give myself LOVE from the
get-go! In order to appreciate positive affirmation from
others, I need to first get myself aligned with appreciating
myself as I am right now!
I encourage you to do the same, looking past what you may
perceive as “flaws,” and see Who You Truly Are right now.
Really capture that essence of appreciation and be mindful
of initiating that healthful mindset that makes your soul
happy.
Below you will find Prompts to help you initiate more Self
Appreciation as well as the coloring page below the
prompts.

Journaling Prompt:
How are you appreciating yourself right now?
What area of your life do you struggle most concerning self
appreciation?
Write a letter to that struggle and tell it how you feel and show
compassion to that part and tell it how you want to be more
aligned with it in the future.
Make a list of ways you can appreciate yourself and then choose
one and implement it!
Art Journaling Prompt:
Use APPRECIATION as your prompt and highlight the part of you
that you want to make shine right now, perhaps a part that
doesn’t usually get attention. Record creatively how you will
make that happen. Use colors that honor that part of you that
resonates most deeply.
Hint: You are welcome to print the coloring page design and cut
out parts of it that feel good to you to use in your art journal
spread collage style.
Doodle Prompt:
Create a doodle that says “I Appreciate Myself because” and
then list the reasons, using fun fonts and vibrant colors.
Hint: Use some of the geometrics used in the coloring page
design and use them in your doodle, creating a brand new vibe
with your own twist!

MAY JOY FIND YOU IN THE
MOST UNEXPECTED PLACES!
Be refreshed,
Dawn Herring
Creative Visionary
Joy Finder
Founder of
Refresh with Dawn Herring:
Where Finding JOY Takes Center Stage
www.dawnherring.net
refreshwithdawnherring@gmail.com

